Speed Mentoring Workshop

Description

UC SAN DIEGO MOORES CANCER CENTER

SPEED MENTOR WORKSHOP
GET (in-person) EXPERT ADVICE FROM FACULTY MEMBERS
AT UCSD MOORES CANCER CENTER
Comer Commons Conference Room - 2nd floor
(lunch provided starting at 11:30am)
Thursday, June 8, 2023 12-1PM

Qingfei Jiang, PhD
Assistant Professor of Medicine
Division of Regenerative Medicine
University of California San Diego
Dr. Jiang is a cancer stem cell biologist who studies the process of DNA and RNA editing normal and cancer stem cells. She is interested in how these enzymes control cellular processes and gene regulation in specific cell types, and if we can better utilize this understanding to better treat cancer patients.

Jack Bui, MD, PhD
Associate Professor of Pathology
University of California San Diego
Dr. Bui is interested in elucidating how immune cells can be manipulated to control tumor formation. His basic research uses both mouse models of cancer and samples from cancer patients. He is also involved clinically as the Director of the Stem Cell Processing Laboratory and the Flow Cytometry and Immunology Laboratory at UCSD Clinical Laboratories.

ALL STUDENTS, POSTDOCS & JUNIOR FACULTY WELCOME!
Registration is required, please click on link below:
https://my.ctri.ucsd.edu/surveys/?s=KDFWHT3LKJ

CRTEC Cancer Research Training & Education Coordination
UC San Diego Health MOORES CANCER CENTER
SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY
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